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IN-TAKE CALL INTERVIEW
Please complete this form using a computer and email it within 24 hours of the evaluation to:
dogevaluation@emaildodo.com

Dog’s Name:
GBR #

Interviewer:
Age:

Gender:

Date:
Spayed/Neutered:

Owner’s Name:
Address:
County:
Phone Number(s):

Intake Manager:
Home:

Work:

Cell:

Email Address:

GENERAL
1. Why is current owner giving up dog?
2. Dog’s Vet Clinic:

Phone Number:

3. If the dog is not spayed/neutered, will the owner spay/neuter before releasing to rescue?
4. Any pregnancies/litters?
5. Microchip?

If so, with which company?

Does owner have all the information available to transfer to GBR?
6. What is the number of adults and children living in the home?
What age of children does the owner feel is best for the dog?
7. Are there other pets in the home?
If so, how many, what type, and how do they get along?

8. Length of time dog owned?
9. How/where acquired (if from a breeder, ask for name of the breeder)?

DOG’S PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION / HEALTH
1. Weight:
2. Is dog a mix?

Color:

List other color(s):
If so, Require owner to email a recent photo!

3. Are the following immunizations current: Rabies:

DHLPP:

Bordetella:

Add’l Information:
If not, will the owner bring them up to date before releasing the dog to rescue?
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4. Is the owner willing to have fecal testing performed at their expense?
If so, when?
If the dog’s tests show parasites, will owner treat appropriately?
5. Does the dog have any medical issues requiring medication or treatment?
If significant, complete Addendum A – Medical Issues.
If relatively minor, explain:

6. Is the dog on any medications or supplements including flea and/or heartworm prevention?
If so, please list:
7. Does the dog have any mobility issues?

If so, please explain:

GENERAL LIVING ENVIRONMENT OF DOG
1. Where is dog when no one is home?
2. Does the dog become scared or anxious when you leave the house?
If so, what does the dog do?
3. Is the dog housebroken?

How does he/she signal to go out?

Does the dog do any submissive or excited urination?
If so, in what type(s) of situation(s)?
4. How many times a day is the dog fed?
5. Is the dog walked on a leash?

How much?

How often?

Brand of food?

What type of leash/collar?

6. Where does dog sleep at night?

TEMPERAMENT
1. Is there anything that adults, children or other dogs do which may cause the dog to become
uncomfortable, to growl and/or snap so that we know to avoid such situations?
If so, explain:
2. Has the dog ever been in a fight with another dog and/or bitten a person?
If so, complete Addendum B – Aggression Issues.
3. How often is the dog around dogs he/she does not live with?
4. What does the dog do when a dog comes into his home?
5. Describe what the dog does when he meets a dog when he is on a leash?
6. What does the dog do when he encounters adults and/or children outside of the home?
7. Describe the dog’s reaction to strangers coming to the door.
8. Describe the dog’s reaction to strangers approaching dog in the yard.
9. What is the dog’s reaction to loud noises, thunder, gunshots, and/or fireworks?
10.

Does the dog have any experience living with indoor cats?
If so, describe the dog’s reaction to cats:
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GENERAL BEHAVIOR
1. Please describe your dog’s personality:
2. Does dog seem possessive of food/toys with people?
If so, explain what he does:
Is dog possessive of food/toys with other dogs?
If so, explain what he does:
Is the owner able to take away a high-value treat (bone, rawhide)?
What does the dog do?
3. Does the dog know and follow basic commands:
Sit:

Come:

Stay:

Down:

Off:

Leave it:

Others:

Comments:

4. Describe activity level inside the home:
Outside:
5. Does the dog dig in the yard?

If so, when, why, etc?

6. Does the dog try to escape (bolt out of doors/jump fences, etc)?
If so, when, why, etc?
7. Does the dog chew anything inappropriate?
If so, what, why and where?
8. Will the dog take food off of counters?
9. Will the dog dig in the trash to steal food?

If so, what, when, etc?
If so, what, when, etc?

MISCELLANEOUS
1. Does the dog get easily into vehicles?

If not, please explain:

How does the dog behave while in the car?
2. Is the dog crate (dog carrier) trained?

If so, when, how often crated?

3. Is the dog allowed on bed or furniture?

Please list any additional information including any personal information about the dog,
his/her likes and dislikes and/or any special instructions that should be passed on to the new
owner(s):

Interviewer’s Comments:

DONATION REQUESTED
The average cost to GBR of each dog taken in is currently $800. Please explain this to each person
surrendering a dog and ask for a $300 tax-deductible donation if they can afford it. Tell them we take
dogs regardless of the amount of the donation or whether there is a donation at all, but our
organization operates by donations and any amount helps.
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Owner will give a $

donation

Owner cannot afford any donation, but will spay/neuter/vaccinate the dog.

If dog will have extra medical or other expenses, is owner willing to help with these?

EVALUATOR CONTACTED:

DATE:

PHONE:

Owner has been notified of who will be calling to schedule the dog’s evaluation.
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